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This bibliography lists publications about the psychological aspects of war and peace, and peace education in general. Among the specific themes touched upon are psychological aspects of violent conflict resolution, psychological principles underlying effective responses to war threats, psychological effects of war and peace, and the empowerment of individuals and groups to become more involved in and effective at peace-promoting activities. Most of the listed materials are in English, with some examples from other languages also included. (DB)
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TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."
It is reasonable that you can be more effective and efficient as a peace educator, if you have a good knowledge of typical conceptions and other psychological prerequisites among the school pupils or other groups you want to educate or influence. In addition, psychological components are important in most conflict and war situations. In this report examples of publications containing studies or discussion related to psychological aspects of war, peace etc. and of peace education are listed. Among the themes touched upon are psychological aspects of violent conflict resolution, psychological principles underlying effective responses to war threats, psychological effects of war and peace, and the empowerment of individuals and groups to become more involved in and effective at peace-promoting activities. In the 80s many studies dealt with reactions to the nuclear war threat. – The major focus is on materials in English from recent years, with some examples added from other language areas. A few basic publications have been marked with an asterisk (*).
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In this report examples of publications containing studies or discussion related to psychological aspects of war, peace etc. and of peace education are listed. The major focus is on materials in English from recent years, with some examples added from other language areas.
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